
From left, A Kalyani, VC, Tamil Nadu State Open University, COL Vice President Prof Asha Kanwar, Pro-VC Prof PR Ramanujam, 

VC Prof VN Rajasekharan Pillai, Sir John Daniel, President and CEO, COL, Burchell Whiteman, Chairman, COL Board of Governor, 

and Chief Guest Dr MS Swaminathan, inaugurating the PCF6 at Le Meridian Hotel in Kochi on November 25.

PCF6 TAKES OFF

T
he sixth edition of the Pan-

Commonwealth Forum got off

to a flying start at the Le

Meridian Convention Centre  in Kochi

on November 25. Over 600 delegates

from 70 countries have got together to

deliberate over the next four days on

the conference theme of `Access &

Success in Learning: Global

Development Perspectives.' 

Renowned agricultural scientist MS

Swaminathan, the Chief Guest,

stressed in his key-note address on

sustainable development, and need to

link education with achieving

happiness. He said: "What is needed

to conserve the environment is

education, social motivation and

regulation... Regulation alone will not

do the job."

"For me, sustainable development

means development at social,

economical and ecological level. As

Chair for Sustainable Development at

IGNOU, we have started programmes

on Sustainability Science, Climate

Change, Population and Sustainable

Development, Biodiversity, Wetland

Management, Sustainable

Management of Ganga, Himalayan

Ecosystem and Sustainability Audit."

The Wetland Management

Programme is devised to help people

living along the lakes and seashore

preserve the natural resources. Kerala

has wetlands across the state so we

have started lake sustainability

programmes to train the communities

living across the coastline so that they

can connect themselves with the

mainstream."

We can’t even think of sustainable

development without preserving our

water, climate and biodiversity, he

said, adding that scientists have a

great role to play here, especially in

the use of appropriate technology for

enhancing the environment.

Talking about wetland management

practices, he said "Fisherwomen are

the ones who manage the fishing

business -- right from the time when

the catch reaches the shore to sorting,

cleaning, and even marketing. Optimal

‘Technology
key to success
in education’ 
“Community Development

means participation of

members of the society; Social

Justice means to provide a

wider economic and social

system to the people; Skill

Development is training millions

of people in the informal

economic sector and Formal

Education means engage

people with content of learning

with the help of technology.”

— Sir John Daniel, 

CEO, COL

‘Access and Success in Learning: Global Development Perspectives' 
Le meridien, Kochi, Kerala. November 24-28, 2010
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handling of the day’s catch, from the

time it is caught to the time it is

consumed, is important for not only

maintaining hygiene but also

minimising wastage for better price

realisation. From capture to

consumption, we aim to integrate the

training and capacity-building for

disaster preparedness with

sustainable management of natural

resources for developing income-

generating livelihoods."

On education, Dr Swaminathan

said,"Nutrition and basic education

are two legs of a human being —

once these two components are in,

nutritional security is achieved and

this is what I plan to achieve in this

Decade of Innovation realising

Millennium Development Goals

(MDGs)."

If we are talking about food

security, we must look at the physical,

social and economic access to a

balanced diet, which includes micro-

nutrients, vitamins, clean drinking

water and primary health care. 

"The country needs to focus on

nutrition, food security and 

education, the rest of the things will

automatically fall into place. This was

the rationale for starting the Chair for

Sustainable Development in 2007."

Earlier  IGNOU Pro-VC and

Programme Coordinator Prof PR

Ramanujam welcomed the dignitaries

at the PCF6, ,jointly organised by 

the Indira Gandhi National Open

University and the Commonwealth of

Learning (COL). 

"Global Development

Perseverative can be achieved

through navigating via the four broad

themes that PCF6 has envisioned —

Formal Education at the bottom

leading to knowledge and Skill

Development of individuals, and

enabling overall Community

Development which will take us to the

ultimate goal — Social Justice."

"The theme leaders have put in a

great deal of effort, ideas and

organisational skills to develop the

overall programme grid, he said. 

Burchell Whiteman, Chairman,

COL Board of Governor, said that

COL is today a major player in the

field of education and all this it has

achieved with a small team of 43

people -- 35 staffers in Vancouver,

Canada, and seven at the

Commonwealth Educational Media

Centre for Asia (CEMCA) in New

Delhi. "We seek to make a difference

in the lives of millions of people

across the commonwealth countries

as we believe in greater impact and I

hope there will be much deliberations

on this during this conference."

In his speech, Sir John Daniel,

President and CEO, COL, said: "For

me, Community Development means

participation of members of the

society; Social Justice means to

provide a wider economic and social

system to the people; Skill

Development is training millions of

people in the informal economic

sector and Formal Education means

engage people with content of

learning with the help of technology."

"I hope that PCF6 will discuss

thoroughly all the above mentioned

topics," Sir Daniel added.

Lauding Kerala for is excellent

performance at achieving all

Millenium Development Goals,

IGNOU Vice Chancellor Prof VN

Rajasekharan Pillai said that the state

was an example of how tough goals

can be achieved through proper

planning and a dynamic vision.

"From formal education to Social

Justice, from Women Empowerment

to Skill Development, whatever

parameters we are discussing here

have been achieved in Kerala. A

revolutionary transformation is going

on in India at the front of School

Education and IGNOU has started

several initiatives in this direction."

Prof Pillai said the university will

strive to optimally utilise the

educational and training infrastructure

in both the private and public sectors

to ensure the national mission of

increasing the Gross Enrollment

Ratio. 

“IGNOU, in the Eleventh Five-Year

Plan Period (2007-2012), has

embarked upon a large number of

partnerships with and through Central

and State Governments, and other

governmental agencies. Almost all

the Schools of Studies, Institutes and

a few Regional Centres of the

University have effectively availed of

these collaborations. Government

departments have leveraged the

nation-wide academic and

infrastructural capabilities of IGNOU

to conduct on-the-job training

programmes and upgrade the

qualifications of employees. In these

partnerships, the projects are of the

Ministries in the Central Government

or State Governments; the

implementation agencies are the

different academic units or the

Regional Centres of IGNOU.

Grassroot-level interactions and

dissemination of the public-funded

projects are facilitated by the ICT and

satellite-enabled network of IGNOU,

ably managed by its 61 Regional

Centres and over 3,000 Study

Centres.”

PCF6 journey begins on Kochi backwaters

Dr MS Swaminathan at PCF6.
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T
he session on `Open and

Distance Learning (ODL) and

Social Justice examined in

detail the role of ODL in

strengthening the empowerment

process among the marginalised

sections of the society and enhancing

their power of negotiation in the

stakeholder relationship. While Prof K

Elumalai of IGNOU’s School of Law

facilitated the discussion, five

academicians presented papers,

including one unlisted, covering

various aspects of the theme.

Speaking on the subject of the role

of distance education in girl-child

education, Dr Martha Nkechinyere

Amadi of the University of Lagos

emphasized that educating girls was

a social development policy that

works. 

To the girl-child, Dr Amadi said,

open and distance learning means

more freedom of access, and thereby

a wider range of opportunities for

learning and qualification. “The

barriers that may be overcome by

distance learning include not only

geo graphical distance, but also other

confining circumstances, such as

personal constraints, cultural and

social barriers and lack of

educational infrastructure,” she

stressed. 

Pointing out that since many of

girl-children cannot afford to leave

their home due to religious

background, she said distance

education may mean a more learner-

centered approach, allowing greater

flexibility and choice of content as

well as more personal organization of

the learning programme.

Speaking on the subject `Can ODL

bring social justice to the weaker

sections,’ Dr Yasmin of the University

of North Bengal observed maintaining

continuing communication between

teachers and students was of utmost

importance in providing education. 

Dr Helen Lentell of the University

of Leicester spoke on the subject of

Going the Distance: What it takes to

achieve access & success in

Distance Learning.’

Policy of educating girls works

The session on `Open and 

Distance Learning (ODL) and 

Social Justice; Dr Martha

Nkechinyere Amadi at the session.

Open session on Community Development

T
he session on Open

Learning and Community

Development did something

unique -- the delegates left the

Conference Hall and

organised the session in open

to have a meaningful dialogue.

According to the Rapporteur

Albert Amoah Saah of Kwame

Nikrumah University, they

made three groups of 41

participants who discussed

Models and Methods of

Participation; University-

Community Linkages and

Innovation through ICT in 

the ODL system.

The radio session 

underway.
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SECOND DAY
IN FRAMES

Clockwise from top: A session on Formal Education at PCF6; Delegates at one of the sessions; and IGNOU

VC Prof Pillai with Dr MS Swaminathan at the event.
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PCF6

Clockwise from top: Delegates at one of the sessions; Sir John Daniel honouring a 

delegate; The COL book launch; IGNOU VC Prof Pillai after signing an MoU with 

COL’s Sir John Daniel on starting a PG Diploma in Community Communications and

Brian Sayer from UK, an specialist in ODL education, reading PCF newsletter.
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SECOND DAY
IN FRAMES

Clockwise from top, VC Prof Pillai with ODL achievers; IGNOU faculty with Pro-VC Prof PR Ramanujam at the IGNOU

stall; and delegates at one of the sessions.
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PCF6

Clockwise from top, delegates at PCF6 kiosks; delegates outside the Oman Hall; some of

the delegates at the lunch; and a cultural performance.
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09.00-10:30 AM: Theme Keynote: Community Development

(Oman Hall)

10.00-10:30 AM: A presentation by the Indian Army

(Oman Hall)

10.00:10:30 AM: Tea break

11.00-12.30

SJ3-PS1 (Oman Hall)

CD3-PS1 (Manappuram 1)

SD3-PS1 (Manappuram 2)

FE3-PS1 (Manappuram 3)

FE3-PS3 (Raja Ravi Varma)

SD3-PS2 (Cyber Cafe-CSM Hall)

FE3-PS2 (Manappuram 4)

12.30-14:00 PM: Lunch (Space Frame)

14:00-15.30 Pm

SJ4-PS1 (Oman Hall) 

CD4-PS1 (Manappuram 1)

SD4-PS1 (Manappuram 2)

SD4-PS2 (Nayanar)

FE4-PS1 (Manappuram 3)

FE4-PS3 (Raja Ravi Varma)

FE4-PS2 (Manappuram 4)

15:30-16:00 PM: Tea Break

16:00-17:30: Theme Keynote: Social Justice (Oman Hall)

18:00 onwards

Cultural Programme followed by dinner (sponsored by TOU,

KSOU, AISECT) (Oman Hall & Space Frame)

CULTURAL PROGRAmmES

*SJ: Social Justice      CD: Community Development     SD: Skill

Development     FE: Formal Education       PS: Parallel Session

** The Schedule is confirmed at the time of going to press

PCF6 Programme

‘PCFs are like a sweet song’

I
found myself in the midst of friends from

various countries the minute I had

landed in the pre-registration area of

PCF6. A different environment for me from

Dunedin, Ocho Rios and London, to be at

Kochi with the feelings of being at home and

amongst the best ODL practitioners across

Commonwealth. PCFs always inspired me

as a place for networking, reviving

institutional relations and bringing the

professional together for sharing the

experiences earned. 

A whole lot of changes are evident at

National Open University of Nigeria,

BOCODOL on way to become an Open

University and in Mauritius, government is

moving a bill to upgrade Mauritius College of Air to

an Open University, some known and some new

news flooded in.

I met Prof. Naresh Dadhich, Vice Chancellor of one

of Vardhman Mahveer Open University, Kota. Attending

for the first time, he was appreciable of the presence of

delegates from various countries and said that the PCF

is not simply a conference of Open Universities but also

a meeting point for those who are interested in distance

education. On the very first day, his

impression on the rich proceedings of the

forum compelled him to share his thoughts

on ODL. 

“ODL is expanding fast, and each

institute is having something extra which can

be shared with the fraternity, be it contents

developed in vernacular language by state

open universities or the tacit experience

gained in delivery mechanisms,” says Prof.

Dadhich. He adds that the content in

regional languages may not be shared in

international communities in its present form

but certainly can be translated,

contextualized and shared in global

environment. Similarly, the contents

available in English or other international languages can

be adopted for the benefit of rural knowledge

communities. 

An academic programme on “Gandhi and Peace

Studies,” launched recently by VMOU, may be of a

great benefit to the other Universities and VMOU is

ready to share, says Prof. Dadhich. 

PCFs are for me like “a sweet song sung in chorus

by the distance learning.”

NOvEmbER 26, 2010

FIRST PERSON

Dr Pankaj Khare
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